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Remotely Control &
Monitor On-Site Heaters
with SmartHeat

WEDGE SmartHeat will automatically cycle on and off jobsite
heaters, decreasing labor costs and reducing fuel consumption for a

more efficient and sustainable worksite.

LOCAL FIELD SUPPORTREDUCE COSTSREMOTE MONITORING

In-person or virtual training
and a dedicated WEDGE
specialist provides peace of
mind

Adjust the climate at your
jobsite remotely from your
PC, phone or tablet

SmartHeat does the heavy 
lifting for you, only cycling
the heater on as needed 

Wireless sensors and
instant alerts add an
additional layer of visibility

Reduce fuel consumption
- heaters run when they
need to according to set
scheduling 

Personnel are alerted to
power losses or changes
in temperature - no need
to be on site 24/7

“The system saves us a ton of time from having to walk
around to take readings.” - WEDGE customer
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Reduce your Carbon Footprint & Increase Fuel
Savings This Season

The WEDGE SmartHeat system is easily installed by our technicians on select United
Rentals heaters and will cycle on and off automatically to maintain pre-set
temperature conditions, eliminating the need to run heaters 24/7. Save on fuel costs,
create a more sustainable worksite and reduce the need for after hours checks.

WEDGE sensors add an additional layer of visibility on large
jobsites by recording temperature readings and sending data
wirelessly to your custom dashboard . Easily set threshold alerts
to notify you and your team if conditions exceed pre-set limits,
create custom reports based on data collected and use this
information for reporting and quality assurance. 

Create a more sustainable jobsite and take control of fuel
consumption this season.

Scan for more info about
all WEDGE services

Contact for more information and pricing:


